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Editor’s Letter
What We Know About Creativity 
p238
G. Precourt

Speaker’s Box
Counting the Cost to the Customer 
p244
P. Berthon, K. Robson, and L. Pitt
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marketinG matterS
l is there room for two brands 

in one advertisement?  
A second brand presented in a 
single piece of advertising runs 
the risk of stealing the spotlight.  
J. romaniuk, ehrenberg-bass 
Institute P247

LeSSonS
l in Search of advertising roi  

reflections on the 50 Years’ 
Work of the Late market 
research Legend, paul Gerhold. 
G. metzger, ArF P251

reSearch quaLity
l you can’t Put a Price tag  

on a Survey Participant’s 
enjoyment
the Latest Findings from the 
ArF’s “Foundations of Quality” 
research. r. W. Walker,  
surveys & Forecasts, LLC,  
and W. A. Cook, Innovation, 
research, and standards P254

a Global examination of hard-Sell and Soft-Sell advertising 
s. Okazaki (Universidad Autónoma de madrid), b. mueller (san Diego state University), and s. Diehl (Alpen-Adria 
University) investigate reactions by 2,000 consumers in five G8 countries. P258

best-in-Show winners of the arF’s 2013 David ogilvy awards
procter & Gamble’s “thank You, mom”/Olympics campaign; Con Agra Foods’ “slim Jim man medicine,” and 
Glad’s “stronger stand Against Waste.” P273

optimizing the amount of entertainment in advertising 
t. s. teixeira (Harvard business school) and H. stipp (NbC Universal/ArF) use facial tracking to explore how to 
best use entertainment to boost ad effectiveness. P286

Do clients really need highly creative advertising? 
s. L. sasser (eastern michigan University), s. Koslow (macquarie University), and m. Kilgour (University of 
Waikato) investigate clients’ openness to new ideas as a conditional variable across 1,125 advertising campaigns 
reported by 408 agency subjects. P297

how comparative advertising Practices have changed in two Decades 
replicating a 1989 survey, University of Oklahoma’s F. K. beard finds today’s creative executives seem more 
concerned than their predecessors that comparative advertising may conflict with positive branding. P313

Judging creativity in advertising at award Shows
A deep dive on the process of how the advertising industry goes about recognizing its top creative work. D. West 
(King’s College and Journal of Advertising Research), A. Caruana (University of malta), and K. Leelapanyalert 
(birkbeck, University of London). P324

Fire Starter and brand Steward: Successful Leadership traits for the creative Director 
the many hats worn by the advertising agency creative director in his or her leadership role. K. L. mallia (University 
of south Carolina), K. Windels (Louisiana state University), and s. J. broyles (University of North texas). P339
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This year’s Annual Industry Leader Forum is an unprecedented 

opportunity to join a select group of industry decision makers to 

spearhead the discussion on marketing mix models, leadership, 

and growth.

We are going to draw from forward-looking disciplines such as 

engineering and medicine to push the boundaries of some of the 

ho�est topics in advertising and research today. 

Come lend your voice to what promises to be one of the most 

talked-about events of the year. 


